Find images
There are three ways to find images in ARTstor:
1. Searching
2. Browsing
3. Opening image groups in folders

Searching: Keyword
ARTstor users may perform Keyword Searches from the front page of the Digital Library or from within image result pages by entering terms in the Search box. Wildcard characters such as *, __, and $ can be used to broaden queries; quotation marks “__” can be used for exact phrases.

Searching: Advanced
To conduct more specific searches use the Advanced Search, available from the front page of the Digital Library, various in-page links, or from the ARTstor navigation menu option Find > Advanced search. Options include:
- Keywords—All fields, Title only, Creator only
- Date ranges
- Geography—Region or Country
- Classification terms
- Collection—ARTstor Collections, Institutional Collections, Hosted Collections

Browsing
Browsing across collections is available from the front page of the Digital Library or from the menu option Find > Browse ARTstor by. To access sub-categories, click + to expand the tree, then double-click the category or sub-category to display images. Browse options:
- Geography—Region or Country
- Classification terms
- Collection—ARTstor Collections, Institutional Collections, Personal Collections

Opening image groups in folders
Instructor users may save image groups into password-protected folders and make these available to others at their institution.
- To access public folders: click the red Open button in the middle of the front page of the Digital Library.
- To access password-protected folders: In the ARTstor navigation bar, click Access > Unlock password protected folder, and enter the password. After unlocking the folder, it will be available to open alongside your other folders.